Influence of Chirality of Lactones on the Perception of Some Typical Fruity Notes through Perceptual Interaction Phenomena in Bordeaux Dessert Wines.
Recent studies concerning the aroma of noble rot dessert wines revealed the importance of a well-known phenomenon in perfumery, the perceptual blending, to create the perception of "overripe orange" nuances. Thus, compounds associated with both oak wood aging (3-methyl-4-octanolide and eugenol) and Botrytis cinerea development under the form of noble rot (2-nonen-4-olide and γ-nonalactone) contribute to a specific aroma of great noble rot dessert wines through perceptual interaction phenomena. This synthetic perception phenomenon was established from reconstitution, addition, and omission sensory experiments, using wine extract fractions supplemented with the volatile compounds previously mentioned. To better understand the sensory impact of these compounds, the goal of this research was to study the contributions of enantiomeric forms of 2-nonen-4-olide and γ-nonalactone and the diastereoisomers of 3-methyl-4-octanolide. After multidimensional chiral chromatography analysis, the relative proportions of enantiomers or diastereomeric forms were first established and then sensory experiments were carried out using the reference compounds with isolated fractions from dessert wines. A dominance of the R form was established for 2-nonen-4-olide, which was correlated with wine aging, while the S form is more dominant in young dessert wines. Furthermore, the reconstitution experiments confirmed perceptual interaction phenomena and revealed the sensory contribution of (R)-2-nonen-4-olide and cis-3-methyl-4-octanolide concerning the "overripe orange" nuances, whereas no sensory impact for the γ-nonalactone isomers was observed.